Public Information Bulletin
- Active Trespass Warning -

LACONIUS M. RICHARDSON

Race/Sex: B/M
DOB: 08/22/1976
Weight/Height: 6’01”/195 lbs.
Hair: Bald / Eyes: Brown

Laconius M. Richardson has been trespassed from Tanglewood Apartments, which is located on the University of Florida campus.

If observed at the above location please do not attempt to contact or detain this individual. Notify Local law Enforcement by dialing 911 or UFPD for assistance.

University of Florida Police Department Dispatch Center @ (352)392-1111
University of Florida Police Department Criminal Investigations Division @ (352)392-4705

Requested by: Lt. Summers #12
Created by: Det. Middleton #51
Sources of Information: SmartCop UFPD CR 11-001103 / UFPD11TWN000109
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